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we’re in this together

our amazing team

Dear Friends,

As I write this, the war

in Ukraine has created an
earthquake throughout global
energy markets. I’m thankful
that the United States has
been spared many of the
direct effects of this conflict.
Yet we face significant
stresses in the form of
spiking energy prices — after
a winter marked by steep
inflation and supply-chainrelated product shortages.

Joey

We’re also always looking for
ways to save you money and
stabilize your energy bills.
Our monthly payment plan
allows you to spread your fuel
payments over multiple months
instead of paying in bulk on
delivery. Protecting your HVAC
equipment with a service plan
saves you money on repairs
Grigarauskas and maintenance. Our loyal
customers can also earn
account credits — call us to find out how!

We’re just as troubled by this as you are.
There is a misconception that local fuel
businesses like ours make more money
when prices rise. This is simply not the case.

Finally, if you’re concerned about falling
behind on your bills, contact us before it
becomes a problem. Many times, we can
work something out to give you more time.

Customers have trouble with their
bills, and our unpaid accounts go up.
Meanwhile, we must pay our suppliers in
just 10 days. It’s an awful mess. The sooner
prices begin declining, the better it will be
for everyone.

Rest assured, we’ll always work
hard to provide service, quality and
value — guaranteed. Enjoy the warmer
weather, and let’s all hope that we are
living in a more peaceful world by the time
you read this.

We want to assure you that you don’t
have to worry about running out of fuel.
We’ve been in this business a long
time and have strong relationships with
suppliers and financial institutions.

Warmly,

Joey Grigarauskas
General Manager

win $500 worth of food
We could all use a little extra cash — especially in the
grocery store. We want to offer you a chance to stretch
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your household budget a little further this spring.
Read this newsletter and answer the questions at
PioneerOilandPropane.com/contest to enter. All correct
entries received by 6/29/22 will be entered into a
drawing for a $500 gift card to your favorite grocery
store.Three winners will be selected!
No purchase necessary. A purchase will not increase chance of winning.

What a fantastic crew! Our terrific

team of drivers, technicians and office
members came through again this
winter, contending not only with the
usual winter challenges but also the
burden of the continued pandemic.
They worked together as a family and
made sure our customers stayed safe
and warm. We can’t thank them enough
for their dedication.
We also appreciate our customers’
patience and understanding this season.
Your kind, thoughtful words touched us
deeply during tough times.

Summer Fun with Propane
When you have invested in propane outdoor living products for
your backyard, summer fun doesn’t have to end when the sun goes
down. Why not keep the party going with these options?

 	Fire pits and fireplaces. Get a real flame and real warmth at the flip
of a switch. When you’re done, simply shut everything off — with no
messy soot or ash to clean up.

 	Lighting. Propane powered outdoor lights can burn for just
pennies per hour and offer an elegant look for walkways and other
areas. Propane lights emit no odor and will operate even during
power outages.

 	Patio heaters. Patio heaters add comfort on chilly nights and can
raise nearby outdoor temperatures up to 25°F. With a wide selection
of compact designs that don’t require an outlet, you can always find
the right spot to get cozy.

Propane:

Energy for Everyone
Besides the great benefits of affordability, reliability and
versatility, propane gives you an excellent way to reduce
emissions because it’s a clean and efficient energy source.

 	Grilling. Nothing beats the clean-burning precision of a propane
gas grill. Whether you cook on a simple portable or a high-tech
built-in model, you’ll get the same even-cooking performance, time
after time, with no starter fluid smell, dangerous chemicals or mess.
Of course, you can always count on us for a reliable supply of propane to fuel
all of your summer fun!

Propane Safety Corner
Propane is one of the safest fuels you can use. Still, it’s important
to pay attention to how your gas appliances operate. Always follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations for preventive maintenance.

Look for the blue flame
A blue flame indicates that your gas appliance is operating properly.
Yellow flames mean that gas is not completely burning.
Another sign of a combustion problem: significant amounts
of soot on an appliance. Any of these issues can create
carbon monoxide. Arrange for service if you notice a
yellow flame or soot on your appliances.

Check outdoor vents
Regularly check the outdoor vents of your appliances
to ensure combustion gases flow unobstructed
to the outdoors. Birds, insects and
other small animals can make
themselves at home in vent pipes.
To prevent damage, clear out any
obstructions with a broom or a
soft brush.

No energy is completely clean. Even renewable energy sources — solar,
wind and hydroelectric — have some negative environmental effects.
But when it involves carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, propane is one of the
cleanest fuels available, releasing among the lowest in carbon emissions
per million BTUs, in comparison to other widely-used fuels.
And while you’ll see this chart shows natural gas scoring a little lower on CO2
emissions, the primary component of natural gas is methane. When released
into the air, methane has a global warming effect 28 times that of CO2 over a
100-year period. In comparison, propane contains zero methane*.
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 	Pool and spa heaters. When you have a propane pool or spa
heater, you can always say, “come on in — the water’s fine!” With a
much higher efficiency than electric heaters, propane heaters
warm your pool or spa and maintain your desired temperature
better — and for less money.

Propane: A Low-Carbon Fuel

The Freedom to
Choose Our Energy
As you probably know, there have been ongoing discussions in government about
electrification — the push to use only electric-powered home heating equipment like
electric heat pumps.
However, electricity isn’t the whole answer. The truth is, electricity has valuable uses,
but it has some serious disadvantages — including an aging electric grid that’s prone
to widespread power outages.
And since so much of our electric grid still relies on natural gas and coal, some
lawmakers are encouraging a shift to renewable sources like wind, solar and
hydropower. But that’s a shift that won’t happen overnight — in fact, it’s likely to take
many years.
Alternatively, increases in the renewable content of propane (renewable propane gas)
are happening right now, putting us
closer to a carbon-neutral future.
Go to RenewablePropaneGas.com
to learn more.
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*Propane Education and Research Council
Chart Source: www.EIA.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php

How Much Propane Will I Use?
Propane gas appliance measurements are expressed as BTU per hour.
This is a way to represent a measurement of deliverable power applicable to
each propane gas appliance. Think of it like the horsepower rating for a car.
Here is a general idea of how much propane you will typically use for
each appliance.
	
Furnace – 100,000 to 200,000 BTU/hour: about 1 to 2 gallons/hour
	
Fireplace with ceramic logs – 26,000 BTU/hour: 1
gallon / 3 hours
	
Gas cooktop/range – 65,000 BTU/hour: 5 to 10
gallons / month)
	
Tankless water heater – 40,000 BTU/hour
(about 1.5 gallons /day)
	
Gas clothes dryer – 35,000 BTU/hour: less than 1
gallon/ day)
Source: Propane101.com
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$20 off your tune-up!
We know how crucial annual maintenance

It’s an excellent time to schedule your
maintenance, since we have more
appointments available now that the heating
season has passed.

can be for heating equipment, so we’re
offering $20 off the cost of your spring
tune-up. Your appointment must be booked
by 06/15/22 and completed by 08/31/22.

Call us today to schedule your
appointment and claim your $20
discount. If you already have a
service plan and receive automatic
fuel deliveries, we’ll apply the
discount as a $20 account credit.

Yearly maintenance reduces wear and tear
on your equipment, increases its life span
and makes it more efficient. With energy
prices surging, fuel efficiency is more
important than ever.

ask the expert —
advantages of being
a priority customer
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Q: What does it

mean to be a priority
customer?

A: We offer programs

that enable customers
to “skip the line.”
For example, if you get
automatic fuel deliveries,
your tank fill-up will be
scheduled early. While Will-Call
customers might need to
schedule last-minute deliveries,
your spot in line is saved.

Karen Germain
Office Manager

Q: What other ways can
customers skip the line?

A: Do you have a service plan to protect
your HVAC system? When you do, you
receive priority service if your equipment
breaks down. Our expert technicians will
be there ASAP to perform a repair.
Plus, you can say goodbye to
unwelcome bulk invoices and writing
checks. Switching to automatic payment,
paired with a price cap and our monthly
payment plan, means you know exactly
what you’re paying for your fuel and you
can pay for it instantly and electronically.

Q: How does someone become a
priority customer?

A: Anyone can be a priority customer!
Just call our office to discuss
your options.

we’re growing – join our winning team
We’re proud of the many five-star reviews our staff has received from customers. Now our
team is growing. If you (or someone you know) are ready to go the extra mile in a respectful,
dynamic workplace, we’d love to talk!

We’re committed to our employees and offer a competitive salary (with potential bonuses),
comprehensive insurance, a company-matched 401(k), paid time off, training, licensing,
employee fuel pricing and allowances for tools and phones. And there’s always room
for advancement!

As of this writing, we’re looking to fill open positions for:
 
propane service technician
 
oil burner service technician
 oil delivery truck driver
Visit PioneerOilandPropane.com/about-us/careers for up-to-date
postings and to apply.

